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Kensuke’s Kingdom is about a boy called Michael who went on a voyage 

and went missing. He wound up on an island where he had met a 

Japanese  man called Kensuke .At first they didn’t get along and Michael 

didn’t obey any of Kensukes rules. But after Michael had an accident 

they started to get along they played football and played with the orang-

utans they also painted lovely pictures .But when it was time for Michael 

to go it was hard for Kensuke he wanted to see his wife and child but, he 

couldn’t leave the orang-tangs but Michael had to keep a promise to 

Kensuke which meant lying to his family and friends does Michael 

decide to tell them the truth or live through his lie…  

 

Kensukes Kingdom is a great book it has a lot of emotion and feelings in 

it also has a lot of wonderful detail of some good and bad times in the 

book. I love how Michael Morpurgo presents his writing and he always 

thinks of great ideas to put into a book he uses extraordinary vocabulary 

and I learn new words every time I read one of his amazing books. I 

would rate Kensukes Kingdom a nine out of ten for all of his 

extraordinary vocabulary.  

 

Here are some thoughts from some other people of the book 

 

Kimberly – I thought it was really exciting and had some dramatic scenes 

 

Liam – I thought it was really good and fast paced. 

 

Phoebe- I thought it was a wonderful book. 

 

Ellie –I thought the book was exciting and I wanted to read more. 

 

Annabel- the ending was really emotional , it almost made me cry 

 

Katie – I would read it again in a heat beat 
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